
On this very special and joyous
occasion of the 72nd
Anniversary of Independence

of India, it is my honor and privilege
to extend Warm Greetings and Best
Wishes to my fellow countrymen and
women in Kuwait. I would also like to
take this opportunity to express my
deep appreciation and profound
gratitude to all well-wishers and
friends of India in Kuwait, particularly
to the leadership, the people and the
Government of Kuwait, for their
steadfast commitment to the close
and friendly relations between India
and Kuwait. 

I would like to reiterate that
Government of India reciprocates
this commitment and is keen to further strengthen and
expand this mutually enriching relationship. Strong,
multi-faceted bilateral relations between our two
friendly countries are rooted in history and nurtured
by civilization linkages and people-to-people affinities.
Presence of a large number of Indians in this friendly,
peace-loving and vibrant nation of Kuwait is a testi-
mony to the enduring spirit of cooperation and under-
standing that exists between the two countries and its
peoples. I am quite confident that my dear Indian citi-
zens in Kuwait will continue to uphold high ideals, val-
ues and standards here in Kuwait, abide by its laws
and regulations and exert their utmost efforts in con-
tributing towards the economic development of this
friendly host country of Kuwait. 

This year, we complete 72 years of our
Independence. It is not just another anniversary year, it
is another significant milestone in the process of nation
building, given the extraordinary circumstances in
which we achieved our freedom. Through painstaking
efforts of millions of people and selfless sacrifices by
several leaders over decades, we have forged a robust
nation with strong and vibrant democratic traditions.
India of today is a nation that inspires other nations
across the world, and is now widely seen as a beacon
of stability and prosperity in increasingly uncertain
times. This success of ours is not a result of an accident
of history. Ours is a story of triumph of our collective
human spirit  - of hope, of devotion, of hard work, of
dedication to not only the well-being of the people of
our nation but also to the larger cause of humanity;
this is the pledge we (and our forefathers) made to
ourselves long years ago. My dear fellow citizens, we
must not rest on our laurels but continue to move
ahead together in a determined way in this glorious
journey of ours and with greater intensity and speed to
redeem our pledge. 

Despite the pulls and pressures from various quar-
ters, our democracy continues to thrive and amaze.
Just a few months ago, we celebrated our democracy
and further deepened its roots by organizing the
largest electoral exercise in the world. Voter turnout at
the recent general elections in India was the highest in
its recorded history; which is another testimony to the

success of our strong democratic
systems and institutions. For this
continued success, we owe a great
deal to our founding fathers for the
most prized national inheritance in
the form of a single, monumental
document - the Indian Constitution.
Our Constitution, which is widely
acclaimed as one of the finest in the
world, is an expression of the princi-
ples and values we have committed
ourselves to; an eternal fountain of
wisdom and guidance; a fundamen-
tal source of the law of the land and
the power of its people; and an
encapsulation of the essence of our
nationhood. 

Rapid technological changes are
reshaping today’s world at a pace hitherto unseen in
human history, thereby challenging the conventional
societal notions. In these uncertain times, we, the
People of India, have the historic responsibility to
shape the vision of an India for the future, of a New
India that adapts to the needs of the time but remains
wedded to the roots of our Constitution - which guar-
antees a pluralistic and inclusive society and celebrates
our diversity in its myriad splendid forms. 

Friends, this year, we saw yet another historic first
with the successful launch of a Mission to Moon
(Chandrayaan 2). This is a reinforcement of the techno-
logical strides made by India not only in the field of
Space science but in every other scientific domain.
This should hold us in good stead for assuming a lead-
ership position in many other new age industries like
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things, Big Data,
3D Printing, Virtual Reality and Robotics. Indians all
over the world can rightly take pride in our achieve-
ments that span each and every sector and dimension.
Amidst global slowdown, India continues to remain
one of the fastest growing major economies in the
world making commendable progress in all areas of
development. Our economy, which is already the sixth
largest in the world (3rd largest on purchasing power
basis), has now reached approximately US$2.7 trillion
in size and is well on its way to reach US$3.0 trillion in
the current year, and it is well within our reach to cross
the US$ 5 trillion mark in a few years. 

To fasten the pace of development, our government
is continuing to undertake many structural reforms.
Whilst rolling out several transformational reforms in
the economy, the Government has also ensured welfare
of the common citizens by continued investments in
physical and social infrastructure, provision of public
utilities, extension of social safety measures, financial
inclusion and job creation in small and medium firms.
To top it all, we are doing it in an environmentally sus-
tainable manner. In fact, India has taken the lead in
terms of its commitment towards a greener sustainable
feature by co-founding the International Solar Alliance
(ISA), a global alliance of more than 120 countries for
development and promotion of solar energy.
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By TCA Raghavan

Asynoptic overview of Indian Foreign
Policy from the perspective of early
2019 throws up some broad concep-

tual themes: neighborhood first; balancing
the continental and the maritime; balancing
regional and extra regional powers; consol-
idating a favorable external environment for
domestic economic growth and safeguard-
ing national security. This cocktail of priori-
ties is not substantively new in themselves
but each of its themes constantly acquires
new characteristics. 

The recent context to our neighborhood
policy comes from an energized electoral
cycle. In South Asia a principal axis of
change over the past two years was elec-
tions. Elections led to new governments in
Nepal in Nov-Dec 2017, Pakistan (July,
2018), Maldives (September, 2018) and
Bhutan (October, 2018). In each case elec-
toral verdicts were unambiguous - this
trend most strikingly demonstrated in
Bangladesh (December, 2018) in favor of
the existing ruling party. 

2019 may also see Presidential elections
in Afghanistan and in Sri Lanka.
Continuation of the same trends as else-
where in South Asia would be to the advan-
tage of the region as a whole and certainly
be a factor in facilitating strong relations
with India. The frailties of the election
process were however also evident in
Afghanistan where results of the
Parliamentary election held in October 2018
are still trickling in. How much the security

situation erodes normal function of institu-
tions and prevents stability is the obvious
takeaway. 

Alongside the election cycle another
institutional factor was that of the judicial
process playing a major role. In both Sri
Lanka and Maldives the Supreme Courts
took firm stands based on constitutional
norms and provisions. A contrarian trend
was however visible in Pakistan. Its
Judiciary and legal fraternity had been a
strong protagonist of democratic norms just

over a decade ago. In 2018 the judiciary
however appeared bent on being an active
and somewhat partisan player in the politi-
cal milee as it unseated a prime minister
and then effectively kept him out of the poll
process. 

Expanding the lens to include the sub-
continent’s flanks on the east and the west
shows a considerable contrast. Our Act East
Policy looks at South East and East Asia
and provides a conceptual underpinning for
our bilateral and regional initiatives. BIM-

STEC and the expanded ASEAN mecha-
nisms and summit processes alongside
strong bilateral relationships are institutions
that sustain a web of interactions. The other
flank comprises the littoral of the Arabian
Sea and is a region no less vital for us in
terms of trade, investment, remittances and
finally as a source of hydrocarbons and a
place of employment for large numbers of
Indians. As is the case of south east Asia
and the Bay of Bengal littoral countries, we
have strong bilateral relationships with Iran

and all the Gulf countries. The contrast
between the two littorals is however con-
siderable. While on the east, these are
frameworks such as BIMSTEC, the ASEAN
and all its ASEAN plus mechanisms that
work towards stability, on the west there
are none. Intra GCC tensions, rivalries with
Iran and poor US-Iran relations are there-
fore factors that mean balancing by India
between different interests is a much more
delicate and sensitive process. 
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ISA is a prime example of how India’s external policy is
oriented towards greater good of the world; our commit-
ment to a better and a harmonious world stems from our
age old belief in the idea of “One world, one family”. It is
also a testimony to India’s unwavering faith in multilateral-
ism; wherein we work with other countries in the world to
tackle issues of common concern such as international ter-
rorism, climate change, energy and security and the
reform of multilateral institutions, including the UN
Security Council. The significance of the Gulf and Middle
East region in India’s foreign policy framework cannot be
overemphasized. We are each other’s extended neighbor-
hood, and peace, security and stability of countries in this
region is imperative for prosperity and economic develop-
ment of India. GCC is one of our largest trading blocs,
meeting a significant percentage of India’s energy
requirements and hosts about 8.5 million Indians. India
also has a Dialogue Partnership with the Arab League. 

I also take this opportunity to inform all our friends
that India-Kuwait bilateral relations continue to intensify
with increasing number of bilateral visits from both sides.
The then Hon’ble External Affairs Minister of India Mrs.
Sushma Swaraj (May her soul rest in peace), visited
Kuwait in October 2018 during which she called-on His
Highness the Amir and other senior dignitaries in the
Government of State of Kuwait. My special gratitude to
His Excellency Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah, the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Kuwait, who played an extremely gra-
cious host and contributed to highly successful and pro-
ductive discussions that covered all the dimensions of our
bilateral relations. 

Generous appreciation for the Indian community living
in Kuwait from the Kuwaiti leaders stood out as a consis-
tent theme during the interactions. From Kuwait, former
Minister of Labour and Social Affairs HE Mrs Hind Al-
Sabeeh also paid a successful visit to India in October
2018. Visits at Minister of State level had also taken place.
Institutional mechanisms between the two Foreign
Ministries held meetings to discuss a wide range of topics
of mutual concern and also some issues that needed deep-
er understanding and greater alignment. Considerable
progress was made on cooperative frameworks in the
areas of Defence, manpower, external policies etc. 

There is a renewed momentum on the bilateral com-
mercial front as well with increasing trade and investment
exchanges. A delegation led by the President of Kuwait’s
Civil Aviation visited India in January of this year and
three business delegations from Kuwait have visited India
to participate in various business events. To facilitate bilat-

eral commerce exchanges further, the Indian  Embassy
successfully organized a Healthcare Exhibition, with par-
ticipation from the top Indian hospitals and wellness cen-
ters from India, and two roadshows, with participation
from business delegations from the States of Goa and
Tamil Nadu so far during the year. Embassy also organ-
ized various other events, including Pravasi Bhartiya
Diwas, 5th International Yoga Day and World
Environment Day. Indian companies, both from Public and
Private sectors, continue to operate successfully and win
contracts on a competitive basis. Home to one of the
largest sovereign wealth funds in the world, Kuwait is a
major investing nation while India is highly rated profitable
investment destination; this synergy, given the level of
confidence in the relationship, needs to be explored fur-
ther for mutual benefit. 

As I had highlighted right at the beginning, it is the
people-to-people ties that forms the bedrock of this
strong and enduring relationship. Indians form the largest
expatriate community in Kuwait and are present in almost
all segments of Kuwaiti economy. Each one of the mem-
bers of the Indian Community in Kuwait has been a good
brand Ambassador for India, and has played a crucial role
in the positive development of our bilateral relations. In all
my interactions with the Kuwaiti leadership at various
levels, I have been reassured that the Indian Community
in Kuwait enjoys the trust and confidence of the friendly
people of Kuwait because of the community’s law-abid-
ing nature, its peaceful character, work ethic and cultural
compatibility. It is the responsibility of all of us now to
reciprocate this trust and confidence reposed by the
Government and the people of the friendly State of
Kuwait by abiding by the values and the principles we
stand for as a proud nation. Embassy will continue to
accord highest priority to the welfare and well-being of
the Indian Community in Kuwait. In cooperation with the
Kuwaiti authorities, Community associations, and well-
wishers & volunteers of the Community, the Embassy will
endeavor to address all issues and ensure the welfare of
the Indian Community in Kuwait so that it can continue to
provide a strong impetus to India-Kuwait relations.

Once again, on this joyous and proud occasion of the
72nd Anniversary of our Independence Day, I wish every
Indian in Kuwait good health and happiness. I also take
this opportunity to extend festive greetings on the occa-
sion of Eid Al-Adha and to convey my Best Wishes for the
continued good health and well-being of His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, His
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah, His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, and to the friendly
people of the State of Kuwait.

Message of HE K Jeeva Sagar....
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A broader focus unites both the Bay of Bengal and
the Arabian Sea into the wider maritime framework of
the Indo Pacific. For India its utility lies in the fact that it
underscores the growing importance of foreign trade,
much of it being sea borne, in our total economic profile.
The criticality of openness of oceans and free navigabil-
ity has therefore expanded greatly for our national
interest. The Indo Pacific domain for India unites a num-
ber of themes: our traditional links with  Africa and oth-
er littoral countries of the Indian Ocean, the importance
of the western Indian Ocean as it merges into the Pacific
and freedom of navigation and trade in all these spaces.
Bilateralism, multilateralism, naval diplomacy and eco-
nomic imperatives all merge together under its rubric.
That the Indo Pacific is fundamentally a maritime con-
cept also means the reentry of the maritime into the oth-
erwise largely continental perspectives that have tradi-
tionally dominated Indian foreign policy. Obviously
there are a mix of reasons for this - in particular the
changes in our macro economic profile and structure
and the emergence of China as a major economic and
military player regionally and globally including in the
maritime domain. 

This focus on the maritime cannot however imply any
dilution in the continental emphasis of our foreign poli-
cy. China, Central Asia, Pakistan and Afghanistan all fall
in this domain and here too both major opportunities
and real threats jostle against each other. Full member-
ship of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and
adding even more ballast to our traditionally strong
relations with Russia provide a platform to maximize
opportunity and manage the threats and challenges.
How we manage our continental concerns while simulta-

neously balancing the maritime and continental domains
may well prove to be the litmus test for Indian foreign
policy in the future. 

Balancing between major powers is not a new chal-
lenge. China’s emergent profile, US-China, US-Russia
relations and finally our own substantive relationship
with each of the three means that such balancing will
have a continuously kinetic quality to it as also occupy a
high priority in our external policies. The difference in
the situation is that in the past balancing was postulated
on the premise that keeping South Asia free from great
power rivalries was in the region’s overall interest. The
situation now is that South Asia is more open and a
major power in the form of China adjoins it. Balancing
has therefore a new character and perhaps even greater
criticality. 

India however has challenges and expectations to
meet that go far beyond geopolitics and geo economics.
None is more pressing now as that of social develop-
ment. How we address issues of malnutrition, illiteracy
and healthcare falls largely in the domestic domain. To
the extent that an external facilitatory environment can
be achieved, that will remain a principal objective of
Indian foreign policy. Ultimately however it is only suc-
cess on the domestic social development front that can
cement India’s progress externally. 

Finally national security and foreign policy. The rise
of the terrorist threat from Afghanistan and Pakistan in
the 1990s and post 9/11, the morphing of this threat with
a larger global concern with terrorism has since been a
near constant feature in our external policies.
Developments in the Middle East and nearer to us in
Afghanistan and Pakistan underline how this will remain
a principal challenge. Addressing national security con-
cerns will thus require working with others and building
concerts and alliances with the likeminded. This is, as it
has always been, the traditional domain of diplomacy
and foreign policy and must remain one of our principal
thrust areas. — TCA Raghavan is a former Indian diplo-
mat and currently Director General, Indian Council of
World Affairs. The views expressed are personal.

Some conceptual
underpinnings...

By Pallava Bagla

India has a new dream, a deep conviction to launch an Indian into
space, from Indian soil on an Indian rocket by 2022 which is before the
seventy-fifth birthday for India’s independence. Work has started in

right earnest at the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) which is
expected to deliver this Herculean task in less than 1.4 billion dollars, pos-
sibly the cheapest human space flight ever to be undertaken in the world.
This confidence and promise comes riding on the repeated successes that
the Indian space agency has tasted in the past.  

Speaking from the ramparts of the Red Fort in Delhi, on August 15,
2018 Prime Minister Narendra Modi a known space buff said ‘we have a
dream; our scientists have a dream. We have resolved that by 2022, when
India celebrates 75 years of Independence or maybe even before that,
certainly some of our young boys and girls will unfurl the tricolour in
space. With Mangalyaan our scientists have proved their capabilities. I
feel proud to announce that very soon as a part of our manned-space
mission; we shall be sending an Indian into space. This will be done
through the pursuit of our esteemed scientists, and we will proudly find
ourselves as the fourth such nation to have launched a successful man
space mission.’ 

When India succeeds it will be the fourth country after Russia,
United States of America and China that have independent capabilities
to launch humans into space. China joined this select club in 2003 and
the first man to be launched in 1961 was Russian Cosmonaut Yuri
Gagarin. Neel Armstrong became the first American astronaut to set foot
on the moon in 1969. 

Unlike other nations India aspires to send a woman as the first astro-
naut and the human space flight is part of a sustained long term endeavor,
Dr K Sivan, Chairman of ISRO says ‘not far into the future humanity will
definitely colonize space and 1.3 billion Indians just can’t be left behind’ so
as a first step an Indian son or daughter will be launched into a low Earth
orbit and then to a space station following which human missions to the
Moon and Mars will be considered. 

Region leader
India already has end-to-end capabilities in space technology, making

and launching its own rockets, its own satellites and in the area of applica-
tion the Indian space agency is considered one of the best.  With almost
four dozen satellites in orbit, in the Asia-Pacific region India is a leader.
India has conducted a little over 60 launches from its space port at
Sriharikota situated on the coast of the Bay of Bengal. Today ISRO is con-
sidered a reliable low cost launcher and in 2017 in a single launch using
the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) India set a world record of
launching a flock of 104 satellites in a single mission.  

In 2018 India conducted 17 space missions and in 2019 Sivan has
promised to undertake 32 missions which will include India’s second visit
to the Moon through Chandrayaan-2 which will include an orbiter, a lan-
der and a six wheeled rover. India hopes to land on the South Pole of the
moon to conduct experiments on the lunar soil. India also set another
global record when in 2014 its satellite Mars bound satellite the
Mangalyaan reached the orbit of Mars and India became the first country
in the world to succeed in this difficult mission on its maiden attempt. 

India has its very own purpose built satellite based navigation system a

kind of a ‘desi-GPS’ called ‘Navigation with Indian Constellation (NavIC)’
system. NavIC, also known as Indian Regional Navigation Satellite
System (IRNSS), is an independent regional navigation satellite system
also aids India’s defense forces. 

The only Indian ever to fly into space has been Wing Commander
(Retd) Rakesh Sharma who flew on a Russian mission in 1984 and he gives
a thumbs up to India’s plans of sending astronauts into space using
Gaganyaan saying ‘a manned space flight is a natural corollary of every
space program that has attained a level of maturity - a coming of age, if
you will.’ Towards this the 16,000 strong space agency hopes to use the
country’s heaviest launcher the Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle
Mark III or GSLV Mk-III. This 640 ton, 43 meter tall rocket also dubbed
the ‘Bahuballi’ and has had three successful flights. This Indian made rock-
et can launch 10 tonnes into a low earth orbit which will be more than
enough to send a crew into space says ISRO. The Indian made crew mod-
ule has been made to accommodate a crew of three and it can store provi-
sions to withstand a flight of up to one week in space.  

Critical technologies 
For the meeting the stiff deadline for Gaganyaan, ISRO has already

developed some critical technologies like re-entry mission capability, crew
escape system, crew module configuration, thermal protection system,
deceleration and floatation system, sub-systems of life support system
required for this program. 

India makes its space prowess available to the world and has launched
239 satellites for 28 different countries as of October, 2018, which includes
countries like USA, Canada, UK and Israel. This year scientists from ISRO
will train participants from 17 countries in the art of making nano-satel-
lites as part of a major global initiative. In 2017 on the advice of Prime
Minister Modi, ISRO launched free of cost the South Asia Satellite a 2230
kilogram communications satellite that is aimed to provide satellite based
connectivity to India’s neighbours Afghanistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Maldives, this was a major effort in using space
as a diplomatic tool to win friends on Earth. 

By 2021 in a collaborative venture India and USA will launch the
world’s most expensive earth imaging satellite ever to be made at cost of a
whopping 1.4 billion, the NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR)
will be launched from India and it will be among other things to help track
climate change.   

ISRO is India’s darling and its chairman Sivan says ‘failure is not an
option’ the ebullient rocket scientist adds that ‘team ISRO will rise to the
challenge to make sure that an Indian is launched into space by 2022’.
Sriharikota, India’s spindle shaped — till recently — un-inhabited island
awaits the first crew to be sent where few humans have dared to go!  

India’s next big dream: 
Send an Indian into space 
using Indian Technology  
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By Marryam H Reshii

The story of spices is more or less the story of
Indian cuisine itself, with its myriad riffs, as it
meanders from one state to another; from one

community to another. While some spices integral to
Indian food today trace their origins to other countries,
they have found a permanent home in the many region-
al cuisines that together weave the nation’s vibrant culi-
nary tapestry. 

Every household has a space for them on its kitchen
shelves, and some of them also figure at the heart of
Ayurvedic treatments and remedies for toothaches,
muscular spasms, cold, cough, indigestion and more.
The four most widely used spices in India are cumin,
coriander, turmeric and chilies. Though they can be
used singly just as well, all four are frequently used
together as the base of several gravy preparations, as
well as in stir-fries. 

CUMIN
One of the oldest spices recorded in history, cumin is

believed to have originated in Egypt, and to have been
in use in various parts of the world over 5,000 years
ago! Today, not only is it used across India but also fig-
ures prominently in the cuisines of Mexico and North
Africa. In India, as cumin or jeera grows best in dry,
arid regions, the lion’s share comes from Rajasthan and
Gujarat. 

Coincidentally, these two states also account for a
large proportion of vegetarian communities in the
country, including Jains and Marwaris, and there is no
vegetarian-compliant ingredient whose umami quotient
is as high as dark roasted cumin. While every house-
hold throughout the country uses jeera, there is a dif-
ference in how vegetarian households prepare it.
Roasted gently with a drop of pure ghee till it becomes
cinnabar-brown and fragrant, it is ground to a fine
powder and stored. The spice is then used to temper

various Indian vegetable and dal preparations.
CORIANDER

Along with methi (fenugreek), coriander is believed
to trace its origins to Greece. If there is one spice that
can be used to create a subtle base note in a cooked
dish, it is coriander seeds. While the entire coriander
plant, from roots and seeds to stem and leaves, is edi-
ble, only the seeds are considered a spice. 

The rest of the plant is considered a herb. Madhya
Pradesh is where the giant’s share of the country’s
coriander crop is grown. However, farms around Bhopal
grow coriander for its leaves, while those around
Indore grow it for its seeds. Interestingly, Indori corian-
der is the largest seed in the country, with a beautiful,

elongated shape in comparison to the small, round seed
found elsewhere. Ayurveda tells us that cooking with
cilantro (as the leaves are called, to distinguish them
from the seed) can reduce the harsh effects of hard
water. In states that receive a regular supply of hard
water, the cuisine incorporates more cilantro in its
everyday meals.

TURMERIC
Locally known as haldi, this most elemental of spices

has its origin in India - Tamil Nadu, to be precise, and
within Tamil Nadu, it is the Kunkunad district that
grows the most turmeric. This is one spice that has,

over the ages, become an intrinsic part of not only
Indian cuisine, but also Indian culture. Couples to be
married dye their wedding clothes in turmeric to denote
auspiciousness in Tamil Nadu, and a paste of turmeric
and water is vital for a pre-wedding ceremony in West
Bengal, for instance. There is no disputing that haldi
grows in every corner of the country, including the
Northeast where, in addition to being used as a spice, it
is also used as a dye for raw silk garments. In Goa,
coarsely pounded rice steamed between two leaves of
the turmeric plant makes for a monsoon delicacy. The
fragrance of turmeric permeates the patoleo, as the
preparation is called. 

CHILI 
No other spice has reached Indian shores as recent-

ly as chilies have. Nor has any spice been subsumed
into our cuisine quite as enthusiastically. While the
records are often conflicting, one thing more or less
agreed upon by historians is that the Portuguese
brought chilies to India through Goa, presumably from
Brazil.

All chilies are green when they first appear on the
vine, and turn red once they are ripe. There are some
exceptions, however. Gollapadu, from the eponymous
village in Rajahmundry, Andhra Pradesh, never turns
red, making it a great delight with pickle makers who
want green chilies. For the rest, hybrid varieties and the
cultivation of ‘Kashmiri’ chilies in Karnataka means that
there are thousands of chili  varieties, each of which has
specific and distinct uses. In South Indian states, a hot-
ter bite is preferred, as a general rule, whereas flavor is
prized more in North India. In the South, pickle that is
less red in colour is sought after, while the opposite is
true in the North. Communities that use broken open
chilies for tempering delicacies require chilies with
thick skin, whereas for making chili powder, those vari-
eties are needed where the skin is fine and capable of
being powdered.

The flavor of spice: A look at 
the backbone of Indian cuisine 

Traditional tandoori chicken is marinated in
yogurt and spices and roasted in a superhot
tandoor oven to produce tender, flavorful meat

and a beautiful char. To make it at home, we built a
fragrant paste, blooming ginger and garlic in oil
before adding garam masala, cumin and chili powder.

We used this paste twice, applying some directly
to the meat, which we slashed so the flavors penetrat-
ed, and stirring the rest into yogurt for our marinade.
Arranged on a wire rack set in a baking sheet, our
chicken roasted gently and evenly in a moderate
oven; a few minutes under the broiler delivered char.
A quick raita cooled things down. If you are using
large chicken breasts (about 1 pound each), cut each
breast into three pieces. We prefer to use our home-
made Garam Masala (recipe follows) and Everyday
Chili Powder (recipe follows), but you can substitute
store-bought spices. Serve with rice.

TANDOORI CHICKEN WITH RAITA
Ingredients 
Servings: 4
Start to finish: 1 hour, 30 minutes
Raita:
1 cup plain whole-milk yogurt
2 tablespoons minced fresh cilantro
1 garlic clove, minced
Salt
Cayenne pepper

Chicken:
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
6 garlic cloves, minced
2 tablespoons grated fresh ginger
1 tablespoon Garam Masala 
2 teaspoons ground cumin
2 teaspoons chili powder 
1 cup plain whole-milk yogurt
1/4 cup lime juice (2 limes), plus lime wedges for
serving
2 teaspoons salt
3 pounds bone-in chicken pieces (split breasts cut in
half, drumsticks, and/or thighs), skin removed,
trimmed

Preparation 
For the raita: Combine yogurt, cilantro, and garlic

in bowl and season with salt and cayenne to taste.
Refrigerate until ready to serve. (Raita can be refrig-
erated for up to 24 hours).

For the chicken: Heat oil in 10 inch skillet over
medium heat until shimmering. Add garlic and ginger
and cook until fragrant, about 30 seconds. Stir in

garam masala, cumin, and chili powder and cook until
fragrant, about 30 seconds. Transfer half of garlic
mixture to bowl and stir in yogurt and 2 tablespoons
lime juice; set marinade aside. Combine remaining
garlic mixture, remaining 2 tablespoons lime juice,
and salt in large bowl. Using sharp knife, make 2 or 3
short slashes in each piece of chicken. Transfer chick-
en to large bowl and gently rub with garlic-lime juice
mixture until all pieces are evenly coated. Let sit at
room temperature for 30 minutes.

Adjust oven rack to upper-middle position and
heat oven to 325 F. Set wire rack in aluminum foil-
lined rimmed baking sheet. Pour yogurt marinade
over chicken and toss until chicken is evenly and
thickly coated. Arrange chicken pieces, scored sides
down, on prepared rack; discard excess marinade.
Roast chicken until breasts register 125 F and drum-
sticks/thighs register 130 F, 15 to 25 minutes. (Smaller
pieces may cook faster than larger pieces. Remove
pieces from oven as they reach correct temperature.)

Adjust oven rack 6 inches from broiler element
and heat broiler. Return chicken to wire rack in
pan, scored sides up, and broil until chicken is
lightly charred in spots and breasts register 160 F
and drumsticks/thighs register 175 F, 8 to 15 min-
utes. Transfer chicken to serving platter, tent with
foil, and let rest for 5 minutes. Serve with raita and
lime wedges.

How to make a traditional 
tandoori chicken at home
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Over the past few years, Indian films
have been looking to capture aspects
of social reality that have been rarely

touched upon, or explore talked-about issues
with nuanced storytelling that veers far away
from didactism. This is even more noteworthy
because no longer are only independent, ‘art’
films considered the audience’s sole source of
relevant food for thought, as big banners such
as Yash Raj Films and Dharma Productions
also dabble in more realistic, edgy fare.

Yash Raj Films has made films reflective of
social realities in the past as well: Daag, Kaala
Patthar and Mashaal count among some of its
finest productions during the 1970s and ‘80s.
The 90s in Bollywood marked a parallel trans-
formation: the onset of the multiplex-viewing
experience.  Scriptwriters no longer had to fill
1,000-seater halls that compelled them to put
a bit of everything - action, comedy, thrill - in
the same film. Even with fewer numbers
watching, the producers were now getting
higher returns. The scripts responded to this
change. Filmmakers began to delve into the
lives of more affluent Indians, and international
destinations began to appear on screen.  Many
films made at this time catered to the aspira-
tions of the Indian neo-middle class, offering
them respite from daily realities. This was, in
some ways, globalisation on the celluloid.

Today, the narrative is changing again. A
new crop of filmmakers is bringing realism to
Hindi cinema with a difference. Sui Dhaaga,
the latest offering from the Yash Raj stable,
examines the ethos of self-sufficiency and
celebrates the spirit of ‘Make In India’, but

without resorting to preachy monologues or a
documentary-like depiction of reality. It
remains a quintessential Bollywood film there
are songs, there is drama, there is romance,
there is comedy. But there is more. The sun-
shine spirit of the film never overshadows the
message at its heart, and it is a message that
is as much about India as it is about the pro-
tagonists, Mauji and Mamta. 

The story traces the journey of a family of
humble means towards establishing their
own indigenous fashion label, Sui Dhaaga,
armed with a sewing machine, dreams in
their eyes and magic in their hands. In gen-
eral, India’s people are driving cinematic
narratives like never before. Self-employ-
ment, such as in Sui Dhaaga, fraught with

financial challenges and unforeseen obsta-
cles that are sometimes simply the way of
the world, is an aspiration a lot of Indians
can identify with at this point in time. The
film, as a heartwarming story of pride, per-
severance and victory, offers an essentially
optimistic worldview. India is standing tall
on its own feet, and its people have the skills
and potential to keep it rising higher. 

Taking the message of ‘Make in India’ for-
ward, the film also brings traditional Indian
craftsmanship into the spotlight, highlighting
the skills and livelihoods of weavers and how
much they mean to India’s aesthetic identity
Writer-director Sharat Katariya goes for a
beloved trope where the triumph of spirit and
contests go hand in hand - very similar to his

2015 directorial, Dum Laga Ke Haisha, which
focused on a family sitting on the threshold
between tradition and modernity. 

On a more serious note, Neeraj Ghaywan’s
Masaan, too, dwells on the tensions between
modernity and traditionalism in India.  In Dum
Laga Ke Haisha, audio cassettes being
replaced by audio CDs became a metaphor for
changing times. In Sui Dhaaga, a sewing
machine is symbolic of the skills and tools using
which India can establish, and is establishing,
its artistic imprint on international platforms.
With its feel-good fervor, the movie is an ode
to the entrepreneurial spirit that is driving
India’s progress. It is also a realistic glimpse
into the grassroots, affirming that passion and
determination can translate into empowerment.

Several films are now also taking a more
nuanced look at women’s empowerment.
These comprise the more commercial projects
like Amitabh Bachchan-starrer Pink as well as
indie cinema like Radhika Apte-starrer
Parched. The increased viewer interest in real-
istic themes is, perhaps, also due to greater
social and political awareness among the
younger generation in India. It is no surprise
that there are several movies that dwell on
specific government schemes too: Hindi
Medium (2017) and Hichki (2018) revolve
around the Right to Education Act while Toilet:
Ek Prem Katha connects to the Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan. Hindi cinema is coming of age again,
and this time, the story in focus is the story of
India, told through the lives of its people.

Weaving a new reality: Hindi 
cinema is coming of age again

A still from ‘Hindi Medium’ A screenshot from the film ‘Parched’ 

By Shillpi Singh

Arecent study conducted by the Michigan
Technological University (MTU) attempted to gauge
how mindfulness meditation (often practiced as a part

of yoga) can impact a small group of participants. It found
that not only did it reduce anxiety levels, but that this effect
could last for several days! We can see one of the most
important aspects of yoga as a part of our daily lives emerg-
ing more clearly than ever before: its ability to soothe our
minds. In the modern world, as we carry out our daily chores
and do our best to cope with a hectic, fast-paced urban
lifestyle, a few minutes devoted to certain yogasanas can help
us manage and release stress better than any medication
could, and enable us to stay balanced and positive. Here are
six such yogasanas that you can incorporate into your daily
routine. With regular practice, you will see sustained results.

ADHO MUKHA SVANASANA
This asana derives its name from the Sanskrit words adho

(half), mukha (face) and svan (dog). Kneel on the mat, lean
forward and plant your palms in front of you. Pushing against
the ground, slowly lift your hips as you breathe out and
straighten your elbows and knees, the soles of your feet
planted on the mat as completely as possible, and your back
straight. Hold the posture for a few seconds and then slowly
bring your knees back down to the mat. Apart from stretching
your shoulders, arms and legs, this asana enhances the flow of
blood to your head and calms the brain, helping relieve stress
and even mild depression. It also helps release tension from
the spine, eases headaches, insomnia and fatigue. 

PRASARITA PADOTTANASANA
The prasarita (wide stance), pada (foot), uttana (intense

stretch) pose is a calming forward bend. Begin by standing
straight, inhale and step outwards from the sides, planting
your feet three to four feet apart. Keeping your back straight,
exhale and place your palms next to your feet, bending your
elbows. Use your arms to pull your forehead down towards
the mat. Breathe deep and slow, and hold the posture for
about a minute. To release, reach your arms out to the sides
and inhale as you straighten back up. This asana must only be
done on an empty stomach, at least 10-12 hours after a meal. 

VRIKSHASANA
This asana resembles the stance of an upright tree. Stand

straight and drop your arms to the sides. Bend your right
knee and place your right foot on your inner left thigh. Once
you have assumed this position, breathe deeply as you focus
on your centre of gravity. As you inhale again, gently raise

your arms over your head and bring your palms together in a
Namaste position. Fix your gaze on a distant object and  hold
it there to maintain balance. Your spine must remain straight
throughout, and you must keep taking deep breaths. To
release, bring your arms back down first, followed by your
leg. Repeat the posture with your left leg. Best practiced in
the morning, this asana relaxes your central nervous system,
helping you develop better concentration.

SUPTA BADDHA KONASANA
Deriving its name from supta (reclining), baddha (bound)

and kona (angle), this asana is a restorative posture. Lie flat
on your back on the mat and gently bend your knees, bring-
ing the soles of your feet together and placing your heels as
close to your pelvis as possible. With your palms planted on
the mat next to your hips, exhale and ensure that your
abdominal muscles contract as your tailbone moves closer to
your pubic bone.  Release slowly, hugging your knees and
rocking from side to side. You can use a bolster under your
back to make this easier and more comfortable. Avoid this
asana if you are suffering from knee, hip, shoulder or back
problems. You can practice supta baddha konasana in the
evening, to release the entire day’s tension.

BALAKASANA
This asana is a resting pose. Kneel upright on the mat,

your toes tucked under your heels. Spread your knees wide,
inhale and then exhale as you bend forward and place your
torso between your thighs. Place your arms on your sides or
stretch them forward to place them above your head. You can
hold this posture for a few minutes, and then slowly inhale as
you lift your torso back to an upright position. You can prac-
tice this asana a few hours after any meal in the day.  Those
suffering from diarrhea and pregnant women should avoid it.
Regular practice of balakasana helps release fatigue and
enhance blood circulation.

SARVANGASANA
This asana is sometimes called the queen of all asanas

because it uses all your limbs at the same time. It is essentially
a shoulder stand - the entire weight of your body rests on
your shoulders. Lie flat on your back, keeping your legs
together and your arms by your side. With one swift move-
ment, lift your legs, hip and back, bending your elbows and
placing them on the ground as your hands support your back.
Make sure your spine is absolutely straight and your weight
is resting on your shoulders and upper arms, not your head or
neck. Release slowly till you are flat on your back again.
Avoid this asana if you are suffering from a headache or high
blood pressure.

Yoga for the mind



On Women’s Day this year, a different sort of ‘won-
der woman’ film made it to the screens of Netflix
viewers around the world. Unaided by visual

effects, the heroine displayed superhuman capabilities
nevertheless; she broke through the shackles of poverty
and the limiting circumstances of her gender and birth,
and made it to the international sporting stage. 

The protagonist was Deepika Kumari, India’s gold
medal-winning archer at the Commonwealth Games, an
Arjuna Award winner and Padma Shri, who had to first
fight extreme hardships and challenges in her hometown
of Ranchi, Jharkhand, before she could be a part of Indian
sporting history.  The 39-minute documentary film was
Ladies First. And the couple who made Deepika the star
of her own film and an international icon, was husband-
wife duo Uraaz Bahl and Shaana Levy Bahl.

A sports buff, Uraaz had first come across Deepika
Kumari’s name while watching the 2012 Olympics. “Since
Deepika didn’t win, there was not a lot of media coverage
about her,” he recalls. “But as the Rio Olympics 2016
approached, I remembered her talent and looked her up.”
That’s when he discovered the archer’s inspiring journey -
from being born by the roadside to winning gold at the
age of 16, and becoming world number one! “I knew I had
to tell her story,” he says. He shared the idea with Shaana,
who recalls: “I understood immediately that this was not
about archery, or winning or losing - this was much bigger
than any of that. 

Her story could inspire a lot of women and athletes in
India.” The couple then contacted the Tata Archery Academy
in Jharkhand, where Deepika was training for the Rio
Olympics. The archer was wary at first, since she had nega-
tive experiences with the media earlier and did not want any
disruptions to her schedule. “But once she realized we just
wanted to document her life and training, the barriers came
down and we developed a close bond of trust,” Uraaz shares.

The filmmakers followed the athlete’s journey for three
years, staying discreet and working around her needs and
timings. “We wanted her to win more than anything, and
the last thing we wanted was for the cameras to throw her
off!” Shaana says and adds that they opted for a Netflix
release over cinemas because they wanted to make the
film more accessible to a global audience. As a first-time
director, Uraaz not only had to face his own set of chal-
lenges in narrating a powerful real-life story, he also faced
personal moments of frustration at the injustices he wit-
nessed in the process. “The obstacles that athletes like
Deepika have had to face in the past really angered me,”
he says. Besides her sports training, the film also delves
into Jharkhand’s culture and social fabric. “Now, after hav-
ing made Ladies First, my dream is to contribute more
significantly to sports in India and help more talented ath-
letes flourish on the world stage,” he affirms.

Terming the project “a little film with a big heart”, he is
overjoyed with the response Ladies First has received
from the Indian as well as international media. After the
film’s release, the 23-year-old archer visited Shanghai and
was inundated with compliments from coaches and play-
ers about how inspirational the film had been for them.
She is still in touch with Uraaz, who makes sure he speaks
to her every week.

Shaana also recalls instances of mothers thanking her
for making the film: “After watching the film, they agreed
to send their daughters to a swimming class they had been
longing for, or signed them up to play a sport of their
choice! It really reinforced the power of storytelling as an
incredible tool and catalyst for change,” says the produc-
er, who believes that sport can be used to reduce the vul-
nerability of girls and provide them with the opportunities
and skills required to negotiate life’s transitions. “I am
proud to have been able to share Deepika’s spirit and sto-
ry with the world.”
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Over the past few years, India has
established itself as a sporting
nation to reckon with. The Indian

sports eco-system, government, National
Sports Federations, and even some com-
mitted NGOs have empowered athletes to
express their competitive selves in no
uncertain terms, and the results of this atti-
tudinal shift have been showing the world
where we stand on the international sport-
ing stage. At the 2018 Asian Games, held in
Indonesia from August 18 to September 2,
India’s stellar performance has truly driven
the point home.

In 2010, the Indian contingent had
picked up 65 medals at the 16th edition of
the Asian Games in Guangzhou, China, as a
result of sustained training since the
Commonwealth Games in New Delhi that
year. At the 18th edition, the class of 2018
has delivered superb results with an
unprecedented haul of 69 medals, includ-
ing 15 gold, 24 silver and 30 bronze. The
athletes’ hard work, commitment and dedi-
cation, coupled with the focus and intensi-
ty of the support system helped India
deliver its best ever performance at the
Asian Games, with a number of young ath-
letes bringing laurels to the nation. Bajrang
Punia’s gold medal in men’s freestyle
wrestling 65 kg on the opening day in
Jakarta was a sea change from India’s per-
formance at the Asian Games two decades
ago in Bangkok, Thailand, where the first
medal came after nearly a week of waiting.

A different, and extremely heartening,
picture was presented in 2018. Punia’s gold

was accompanied by Ravi Kumar and
Apurvi Chandela’s bronze in shooting (10
m air rifle mixed team). Indeed, we can
draw delight in the sheer range of sports in
which India won gold medals at the 18th
Asian Games. While athletics accounted
for nearly half of them, the Tricolour was in
the central mast in as many as seven
sports, six of which are Olympic disci-
plines. Shooting and wrestling sent out two
winners each while boxing, rowing, tennis
and bridge helped India claim a gold each.

There is also joy in the eclectic array of
Indian medalists. If heptathlon gold medal-
ist Swapna Barman’s father made a living
pulling rickshaws, equestrian double-silver
medalist Fouaad Mirza was born in a fami-
ly whose love for horses goes back several

generations. Pistol shooter Saurabh
Chaudhary is only 16 years old while
bridge aces Pranab Bardhan and Shibnath
Sarkar are well past 50. There is also
Vinesh Phogat and the illustrious wrestling
legacy she carried forward with her gold
medal in women’s freestyle 50 kg.

Gold medals aside, some silver medals
are huge milestones in themselves.
Equestrian star Fouaad Mirza’s success in
three-day eventing is likely to give the
sport a massive fillip in India now. Though
he missed a chance to claim the gold, his
silver is the first medal to have been won in
the discipline by an Indian since 1982.
Along with teammates Rakesh Kumar,
Ashish Malik and Jitender Singh, he is a
fine ambassador for his sport. Neeraj

Chopra’s javelin throw gold was another
highlight of India’s performance at Jakarta-
Palembang 2018. A few displays in the
shooting range, notably by Manu Bhaker in
the qualification round, boded well for
future events. After winning the 49 kg
men’s boxing semifinal against Filipino
Carlo Paalam, Amit Panghal was on top of
his game during the final against Olympic
champion Hasanboy Dusmatov from
Uzbekistan. 

The win has infused a great deal of con-
fidence in the young pugilist, who will now
take on the mantle of being an Olympic
prospect alongside the likes of Shiva
Thapa, Gaurav Solanki and Gaurav
Bidhuri. There were also some athletes
who may not have won medals, but still

managed to make a mark and inspire mil-
lions with their passion. Swimmers
Virdhawal Khade and Srihari Nataraj did
not make it to the podium but broke
national records and crossed individual
milestones along their continuing journey
to sporting success.

The delight and amazement brought
about by the performances of India’s
champions at the 2018 Asian Games will
resonate with the young and old around
the country for many years to come. With
many more milestones ahead and many
more victories to be cherished, our
sportspersons are charging forth with pas-
sion and the government is doing its best
to support them in doing India proud on
the global sporting arena.

On top of their game: Rise of Indian athletics 

Bajrang Punia Neeraj Chopra

Ladies first: A glimpse at the 
life of archer Deepika Kumari 

Deepika Kumari



With its rainbow-colored palette of markets, mountains and monu-
ments, India is the stuff of travel dreams. Ten million tourists visit
every year, and numbers are climbing fast as more and more peo-

ple fall for India’s temples and tigers, forts and forests, monasteries and
megacities. But what happens when you tire of the Taj, grow jaded with
Jodhpur or lose the love for Ladakh?

The good news is that India is almost infinite in its variety. For every
tourist town on the traveler trail, there’s a nearby backwater with just as
many monuments but none of the crowds. It would take a lifetime to explore
this continent-sized country, but for off-the-beaten track adventures, point
your compass at the following spots. If this is your maiden voyage to the
Indian subcontinent, make sure you also check out our top tips for India
first-timers.

For mountain lovers
Travelers flock to Ladakh every summer for a few relaxing months of

yoga, yak-cheese and yomping up mountain trails, but the road linking Leh
and Manali is the gateway to another mountain playground where you can
amble for days without spotting a fellow traveller. Hop off the Manali-Leh
bus at Keylong and the thud of tourist-brandished bongo drums and slap of
Birkenstocks will fade into the distance as you drift west into the green-and-
ochre valleys of Lahaul, where tourists are greeted with a surprised smile
and Hinduism and Buddhism share centre stage. A string of tiny temple towns
marks the route from Keylong to the Kashmir valley; as the road becomes
ever more treacherous and gravity-defying, you may feel you’ve wandered
right off the map. For the ultimate Lahaul experience, test your courage
against the stretch of road from Killar to Kishtwar, often described (with only
slight exaggeration) as the world’s most dangerous highway. At points, the
road is a barely-visible score scratched into a mountain wall, balanced above
a thousand-foot drop. Only daredevils need apply.

For families
Going off the beaten track in India doesn’t have to mean risking life and

limb. For Goa-style sand and sun without the package-tour hordes, drift
south to Karnataka, where resorts catering to Indian families dot a gorgeous
strip of palm-backed coastline. You’ll miss out on Goa’s Portuguese influence,
but find a richly Indian experience: sacred temple towns, sleepy fishing vil-
lages, and port-cities famed for their highly-spiced seafood curries.

Gokarna is the favorite stop for those in the know - part temple-town and
part laid-back beach retreat. Om Beach is the most stunning strip of sand,
but there’s a calmer vibe at Kudle Beach and Half Moon Bay, where you’ll
find a low-key version of the Goa beach scene - so yes to beach-cafes and
yoga, no to all-night full-moon parties. A short detour inland is Jog Falls,
India’s second highest cascade, and strung out along the coastal plain are
intriguing pilgrim towns such as Udupi and Murudeshwar, home to India’s
largest Shiva statue.

For vivid color
India’s northern plains are painted in a kaleidoscope of colours by rain-

bow saris and busy bazaars - and, it must be said, by backpacks. Swap the
crammed sights of India’s Golden Triangle for the dry badlands of Gujarat,
where the color comes from lavishly embroidered tribal costumes and fight-

ing kites that fill the sky over every town and village. Reds and yellows flare
against the muted tones of the landscape in every corner of the state, from
the historic capital, Ahmedabad, to the backwater villages of the Rann of
Kachchh and the beaches sprinkled along India’s longest stretch of coastline.

There are dozens of ways to go off the beaten track in Gujarat, depend-
ing on what lights your travel fire. History buffs can trace the footsteps of
Mahatma Gandhi from his birthplace at Porbandar to the Sabarmati Ashram
in Ahmedabad and the end of the empire-defying Salt March at Dandi. For
spiritual sustenance, trade Varanasi for templetastic Palitana, where the
spires of 863 Jain temples create a porcupine skyline in the Shatrunjaya
Hills, or find Islamic India without the Agra crush at Champaner-Pavagadh,
one-time capital of the Gujarati sultans.

For adventurers
When it comes to escaping the tourist trail, you can’t wander much fur-

ther off the map than Northeast India. Squeezed between Bangladesh,
Myanmar and Tibet, the ‘Seven Sisters’ - Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura - are a little-known
wonderland of jungle-cloaked hills, wildlife-crammed national parks and
tribal villages, culturally closer to Southeast Asia than the rest of India.

Meghalaya isn’t the most remote of the Northeast States, but it’s perhaps
the most intriguing. This soaring limestone plateau was largely off-limits
until the 1990s, and its rain-drenched hills are full of tribal villages, plunging
waterfalls and living bridges woven from the roots of jungle trees. The state
is often described as the wettest place on earth, but locals defy the climate
with tartan shawls and turtle-shaped banana-pith rain shields. The best
place to start your explorations is Cherrapunjee, an easy leaping-off point
for dramatic cascades and Khasi villages.

For Rajasthan without the crowds
Few would deny Rajasthan’s myriad tourism treasures: colour-coded

Brahmin towns, tiger-stalked national parks, wildly romantic desert forts.
And few would deny that these wonders would be that little bit more won-
derful if you didn’t have to share them with a crowd. Enter Shekhawati,
Rajasthan’s quietest quarter, where the grand mansions of Marwari traders
bring the dream of Rajasthan to life in vivid color.

From Nawalgarh, a tangle of single-track roads and railway lines fan out
to the sleepy towns where Rajasthan’s wealthy merchants built their extrav-
agant cribs. Shekhawati’s havelis (mansions) are the end result of an epic
battle of keeping-up-with-the-Joneses that took place between rival clans
of merchants in the 18th and 19th centuries. Their mural-covered walls tell a
pictorial history of Rajasthan, from Hindu mythology to the rise of the
Mughal Empire and the arrival of the Europeans, with their trains, airplanes,
motor cars and gramophones.

For real culture in Kerala
Many travelers rate Kerala as their favorite place in all of India, but drift-

ing from Kochi to Kovalam to the backwaters of Alappuzha, you’ll spot the
same faces on every train, boat and bus. Even Kerala’s famous kathakali
dance - a combination of sacred art, oral history, and psychedelic expres-
sion - can feel a bit commoditized as you sit with a teapot of ‘special tea’
(beer) taking in a show that has been shortened to a traveler-friendly 60-
minutes from the original 14 hours.

Leave the trodden path behind by heading north to Kannur, gateway to
Kerala’s unspoiled northern coast, where the culture on display is the real
deal. Theyyam takes the idea of ritual theatre and turns the volume up to
eleven, dressing performers in vividly-coloured costumes and headdresses
that can reach 7m in height. From November to April, performers and pil-
grims gather at hundreds of kavus (sacred groves) for rituals that feature
frenzied drumming, ceremonial dance and emotional devotees being sent
into spiritual trances. Respectful visitors can sit in and connect with the
powerful rhythms that drive life in southern India.

Though many travelers pass it by en route to Mumbai or Rajasthan,
Gujarat is a terrific all-rounder: Ahmedabad draws you in with its
remarkable architecture and dining scene, national parks shelter

unique populations of Asiatic lions and wild asses, and tribal villages in the
remote countryside practice their centuries-old crafts of weaving and
embroidery. There’s a spiritual aspect to Gujarat as well: Gandhi’s legacy is
powerful here, while sacred Jain and Hindu pilgrimage sites attract streams of
the devout.

Ahmedabad
The intense, bustling capital of Ahmedabad, India’s first UNESCO her-

itage city, is likely to be your first port of call in Gujarat. A little overwhelming
at first, it blows you away with its wealth of centuries-old mosques, mau-
soleums and temples and wins you over with its excellent museums and its
terrific dining scene. The best way to tackle it is to stay in its historic heart,
preferably in a characterful hotel, such as the Deewanji Ni Haveli, House of
MG or French Haveli. Foodies have their work cut out, choosing between
grazing at street food stalls at Ratri Bazaar, tucking into thalis at the likes of
Gopi Dining Hall and exploring Gujarati cuisine at atmospheric Vishalla. With
a reliable local guide, check out the unmissable Calico Museum of Textiles,
the splendid Hutheesingh Temple, Gandhi’s former headquarters at Sabarmati
Ashram and the impressive Jama Mosque and Siddi Sayid’s Mosque. If you
have time, head out of the city to see the remarkable Modhera Sun Temple
and the Rani-ki-Vav, the elaborate step-will in Patan.

Craft villages of Kachchh
For centuries, the craftsmen and craftswomen of Kachchh - one of India’s

richest areas for handicrafts - have perfected their craft, creating remarkably
fine textiles of superb quality. But that’s not all. Kachchh village communities,
scattered around the arid province, also specialize in wood carving, block
printing, pottery, bell making and more. Using the capital of Bhuj as your
springboard, you can engage the services of a knowledgeable local guide,
such as Salim Wazir or Kuldip Gadhvi, who can tailor your visit to the vil-
lages of Kachchh according to your interests. Standout artisans include
Vankar Vishram Valji, a weaver family in Bhujodi; Parmath - specialists in Ahir
embroidery; Traditional Rogan Art in Nirona keeps alive the ancient art of
rogan painting, while Dr Ismail Mohammed Khatri excels at block printing
using natural dyes. The Living & Learning Design Centre Crafts Museum is a
superb introduction to the region’s creativity, and if you’re short of time, you
can pick up superb textiles and weavings at the Kutch Mahila Vikas
Sangathan, Kala Raksha, Shurjan and Khamir cooperatives around Bhuj.

A feast of festivals
Gujarati cuisine is famous across India for its lavish spices and flavours,

and chefs and street-food vendors go into overdrive for the state’s many fes-
tivals. During the Navratri festival in September or October, Hindu devotees
perform mass dances to honour the nine incarnations of the goddess Durga,
swapping the standard Gujarati menu for special dishes made without meat
or grains. The Uttarayan Kite Festival in January is another extraordinary
spectacle, filling the skies over Ahmedabad and other cities with a kaleido-
scope of kites, from enormous whales and tigers to tiny 1-rupee fighting
kites, while food carts serve seasonal treats such as jalebi (dough swirls

soaked in syrup) and undhiyu, a stew of beans, yams and other vegetables,
cooked in a buried pot heated from above. In November, attention shifts to
the Rann of Kachchh, as a tent city emerges from the salt plains for Rann
Utsav, hosting everything from dance and music performances to delectable
Kachchhi foodstuffs.

Champaner & Pavagadh
Few sights in Gujarat make such an indelible impression as this UNESCO

Heritage Site. Even if you’re not a pilgrim looking to pay your respects to the
evil-destroying goddess Kali at the Kalikamata Temple atop the sacred vol-
canic hill of Pavanar, it’s well worth tackling the three-hour pilgrim trail and
ropeway for the all-encompassing views from the top. Nearby, the mosques
inside the ruined, centuries-old Gujarati capital of Champaner feature some
of the most exquisite stonework you’re ever likely to see, with standout sites
being Jami Masjid, Nagina Masjid and and Saher ki Masjid.

Gir National Park
This hilly, forested, 1412-sq-km sanctuary between Veraval and

Junagadh is the last refuge of the Asiatic lion, best spotted between
December and April. In terms of conservation, Gir is a massive success
story, with lion numbers doubling since the 1960s, so big cat sightings
are pretty much guaranteed. The only access to the park is via autho-
rised safari, booked in advance; when you’re driven through the thick
forests at dawn, if you’re lucky, you may spot agile chinkaras (gazelles),
dainty chital (spotted deer), nilgais (large antelopes) and elusive jaguars.
Most visitors stay in the wildlife lodges and hotels in and around the lit-
tle town of Sasan, such as the Asiatic Lion Lodge or the Gir Birding
Lodge. For something more luxurious, there’s the newly opened eco-
resort, Woods at Sasan. If you haven’t secured a safari permit in

advance, you can still spot lions and jaguars in the Devalia Safari Park -
a small reserve within a reserve.

Shatrunjaya
Most days, you see a stream of pilgrims dressed in their finery, snaking

their slow way up Shatrunjaya hill - one of the holiest Jainism sites. Most
walk barefoot. Older pilgrims are carried by porters. Join the pilgrims, and
it’ll take you less than two hours to tackle the 3300 steps leading to the
spectacular temple complex at the summit of the hill, where Adinath, the
founder of Jainism, is said to have meditated beneath the rayan tree. Don’t
miss the wonderfully detailed carvings inside the splendid Adinath Temple;
then just allow yourself to get lost in the narrow walkways and drink in the
atmosphere. The pilgrimage is particularly impressive during the Kartik
Purnima festival, when the trickle of the devout becomes a flood, flowing
up the arid slopes of Shatrunjaya, and stopping at smaller temple tunks
(enclosures) to pay their respects along the way.

Wild Ass Sanctuary
If you come out onto the barrel plains of the Little Rann of Kachchh at

dawn, they seem to sparkle like hoarfrost, with the sun’s rays bouncing off
the salty crust. Walk on it, and it crunches underfoot like snow. One of the
harshest corners of Gujarat, Little Rann comprises the Wild Ass Sanctuary,
home to the last remaining population of the chestnut-colored khur, the
Indian wild ass; they feed on the grassy hillocks that rise up from the salt
flats. The monsoon season between November and March attracts a vast
birdlife population, including flamingos. The best way to explore the Wild
Ass Sanctuary is by staying at Rann Riders, Camp Zainabad or Eco Tour
Camp; all camps run 4WD safaris, giving you the chance to spot other
wildlife, such as bluebulls, blackbuck and chinkara.
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